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ABSTRACT
Optical character recognition (OCR) is one of the most important fields in pattern recognition world which
is able to recognize handwritten characters, irregular characters and machine printed characters. Optical
character recognition system consists of five major tasks which are involved pre-processing, segmentation,
feature extraction, classification and recognition. Generally, less discriminative features in global feature
approach leads to reduce in recognition rate. By proposing a global approach that produces more
discriminative features and less dimensionality of data, these problems are overcome. Two feature
extraction methods are studied namely Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) and edge direction
matrix (EDMS) and combination of two popular feature extraction methods is proposed. The most
important problem of EDMS is the number of produced features with this method which is just 18 features
and is not enough for feature extraction purpose and it causes reducing the recognition rate. The aim of this
research is improving the recognition rate of EDMS by combining with a global feature extraction method
in order to increase the number of extracted feature and produce better recognition rate. The proposed
method is a combination of GLCM and EDMS method with and without feature selection method called
gain ratio and ranker search which applied to reduce the dimensionality of data. They have been tested onto
four different datasets involving manually and automatically cropped licence plate and font style images
amounting 3520 images from 0 to 9 and capital letter A to Z with various size and shape. Another dataset is
large binary images of shapes which involve 300 images of objects. Then, gain ratio and ranker search are
used to select discriminative features whereby the features reduced from 58 to 34 numbers of features. The
proposed combinatory method, EDMS and GLCM methods are classified using neural network, Bayes
network and decision tree. The experimental results for character recognition indicate that the proposed
combinatorial method obtain better average accuracy rate about 85.99% whereas EDMS, GLCM and
combination without feature selection achieved 80.19%, 38.84%, and 58.78% subsequently and the
experimental results for object recognition indicates that proposed method before and after feature selection
outperformed other methods such as EDMS and GLCM with 90.83% and 92.5% accuracy rate respectively
with NN as the classifier. Consequently global and spatial approaches are compared in recognition of
objects and characters. The experimental results show the better performance of proposed method as a
global feature extraction method for object recognition purpose with 92.5% accuracy rate with NN while
Robinson filter as a spatial feature extraction method outperformed the global feature extraction methods
for character recognition purpose with 100% accuracy rate with NN. Also global approach obtains smaller
processing time comparing to spatial approach.
Keywords: Feature Extraction, Character Recognition, Image Processing, OCR, Global Feature
Extraction
1.

INTRODUCTION

Optical character recognition (OCR) that firstly
has been proposed by Gustav Tauschek in 1929 is

one of the most important fields in pattern
recognition world which is able to recognize
handwritten
characters,
not
well-organized
characters and machine printed characters and
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convert the handwritten or printed character image
to the machine encoded text [1]. Generally
character recognition system consists of five major
tasks which are involved pre-processing,
segmentation, feature extraction, classification and
recognition.Pre-processing includes thresholding
and determining the size and aspect ratio of images
that has been normalized. Thresholding is applied
to the images for removing the noises and
separating background and foreground[2] Image
segmentation is the next critical step which is used
to cluster the pixel of image in order to provide
information for the surface of the image [3, 4].
Feature extraction that comes after image
segmentation has been applied in order to extract
all the useful characteristic of character features and
reduce the number of errors in character recognition
process. The number of feature extraction methods
which are available is considerable but identifying
the best feature extraction technique for the purpose
of character recognition is an important issue in
image processing in order to achieve to the high
accuracy in character recognition although the
feature extraction method performance depends on
the classifier that has been applied for the specific
application [1, 5].Some global feature extraction
methods that produces less discriminative features
[6, 7] leads to reduce in recognition rate. Edge
Direction Matrix (EDMS) is a novel global feature
extraction method [8, 9] that produces a set of
global features. The most important problem of
EDMS is the number of produced features with this
method which is just 18 features and is not enough
for feature extraction purpose and it causes
reducing the recognition rate. The aim of this
research is improving the recognition rate of EDMS
by combining with a global feature extraction
method in order to increase the number of extracted
feature and produce better recognition rate. Among
the statistical feature extraction methods, Gray
Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) is the most
common statistical approach to global feature
extraction techniques and is based on the spatial
distribution of the values in image [6, 7] which has
the most in common with EDMS comparing to
other feature extraction methods. Some features of
GLCM such as contrast, homogeneity, mean and
correlation can affect the recognition rate of EDMS,
when combine with the existing features of EDMS.
By combining two global feature extraction
methods the recognition rate can be improved and
more discriminative features is extracted. High
dimensionality of data in proposed combinatory
method is the other problem which leads to higher
processing time. Feature selection eliminates the
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features that reduce the recognition rate and also
decrease the dimensionality of feature vector which
speed up the recognition process.
This paper is aimed to propose and develop a
combinatory feature extraction method based on
global feature extraction methods such as Edge
Direction Matrix (EDMS) and Gray Level Cooccurrence Matrix (GLCM) in order to reach to the
better recognition rate and reduce the number of
errors in character recognition process. A
comparative study for the application of the spatial
and global feature extraction methods in
recognition of objects and characters is performed.
For this purpose Robinson filter as a spatial feature
extraction method applied to large binary shape
images dataset for object recognition and
automatically cropped license plate images dataset
for character recognition as well as proposed
method after and before feature selection as a
global feature extraction method.
All methods have been applied to license plate,
font style and large binary images of shapes
datasets. The proposed feature extraction method
has been tested on Malaysia license plate images
[10, 11] and font style images dataset which
contains 3520 images from 0 to 9 and capital letter
A to Z for acquiring the results of new enhanced
feature extraction method and comparing to other
methods. For evaluating the proposed work for
object recognition purpose, one standard dataset of
objects has been applied which involves large
number of different objects which has been
collected by the LEMS Vision Group at Brown
University, under Professor Ben Kimia [12]. This
dataset has been applied as the test dataset in
different researches [13-16]. The proposed feature
extraction method is running as an off-line system.
The dataset contains 3520 images from 0 to 9 and
capital letter A to Z with different size and shape.
The feature extraction method is programmed by
Microsoft Visual basics (VB.net) based on
Windows XP and the classification has been done
by WEKA application.
2.

STATE OF THE ART

Feature extraction techniques consist of different
categories such as global and local analysis. Local
analysis mostly is related to the disconnected part
of the image and represents a distinguishable area
of the region of interest. In local analysis Curvature
and related properties is considered as the local
features which is mostly on the boundary of an
object and local points of the image are extracted
and then classify the regions which are around
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these interest points [8, 17]. The issue is that the
local interest points and the region around them
maybe are vague because of the poor image
condition or small object in the image [5, 18-21].
Global feature extraction that drives the features
from the shape of the word contour is able to
reduce this vagueness by stressing on the all
possible sub windows of the geometric form of
images. In global feature extraction approach words
are treated as a whole object and recognition is
based on the features that are extracted from a word
as a whole [22]. Another category of feature
descriptors is spatial feature extraction techniques
that commonly extract the spatial information such
as texture, size, shape, orientation, position and so
on. This type of feature extractor considers the
spatial relationship between pixels and is based on
a moving window or kernel [23]. This part is
divided into two categories which are global and
spatial feature extraction methods.
2.1 Global Feature Extraction
Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM)
method is a statistical feature extraction method for
global feature extraction that has been proposed by
[6, 7]. This method has been applied in various
texture feature extraction. GLCM is based on a
matrix that shows the distribution of occurrences in
selected image. This method involves a statistical
approach with a co-occurrence matrix which is able
to describe a second order statistics for texture
images. A gray-level co-occurrence matrix
(GLCM) involves a two-dimensional histogram that
i,j indicates the frequency of i occurs with event j.
P(i, j, d, θ) indicates the co-occurrence matrix
frequency and d is the distance for a pair of pixels.
The direction is specified by θ which is with gray
level i and j and angle θ can be 0°, 45°, 90°, and
135.The area of the texture is considered
rectangular and has N c pixels in the horizontal
direction and N r resolution cells in the vertical
direction. In each resoulution cell the gary tone is
defined by N g levels. The horizontal spatial domain
is defined by L c = {1,2,…,N c } and vertical spatial
domain is defined by L r = {1,2,…,N r }and the set of
N g quantized gray tones is defined by G =
{1,2,…,N g }. The set of (L r × L c ) is defined as the
set of resolution cells of the image which are
ordered by their row-column description. The
image I can be represented as a function which
assigns some gray tone in G to each Resolution cell
of L r × L c . The representation of unnormalized
frequencies with different angles are as follows:
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P (i, j, d, 0) = #{((k,1),(m,n)) ∈ (L r × L c ) ×(L r × L c ),
k −m=0 ,
(1)
I − n = d , I ( k , l ) = i, I ( m, n) = j}
P (i, j, d, 45) = #{((k,1),(m,n)) ∈ (L r × L c ) ×(L r ×
L c )(k −m=d) ,
I − n = ( − d )or ( k − m = − d , I − n = d)

, I(k, l) = i, I(m, n) = j}

(2)

P (i, j, d, 90) = #{((k,1),(m,n)) ∈ (L r × L c ) ×(L r ×
L c ), k −m=d ,
(3)
I − n = 0, I(k, l) = i, I(m, n) = j}
P (i, j, d, 135) = #{((k,1),(m,n)) ∈ (L r × L c ) ×(L r ×
L c ), (k −m=d) ,
I − n = d )or ( k − m = − d , I − n = −d) ,I(k,l)
=i,I(m,n)=j}

(4)

By applying equations 1 until 4, the Cooccurrence matrix is built which- explains the
occurrence of any pair of two pixels which are gray
scale. The total- number of features which extracted
based on co-occurrence matrix is 36 and involves
angular second moments, entropy, maximum
probability, contrast, correlation, homogeneity,
mean, variance and energy with angles 0, 45, 90
and 135 respectively. This method is one of the
most common methods in global feature extraction
while it produces indiscriminative features which
reduce the recognition rate. Another global feature
extraction techniques namely EDMS, discussed
about a feature extraction method for optical font
recognition that is Arabic calligraphy script image
proposed by [8, 9]. The problem of EDMS is the
number of produced features with this method
which is just 18 features and is not enough for
feature extraction purpose and it causes reducing
the recognition rate but comparing to other existing
feature
extraction
methods,
it
produces
considerable recognition rate. The result of the
proposed method had been compared with the Gray
Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) method. A
matrix which involves eight neighbourhood kernels
has been applied in order to produce the Edge
direction matrix. Second pixel has been considered
for this purpose and the relationship between the
second pixel and eight neighbourhoods create the
matrix in order to find the first order relationship
and second order relationship. Note that the second
pixel value (EDM 1 (2,2)) is equal to the number of
black pixels in the edge image and this value is
scoped as the second pixel for EDM 2 (2,2). The first
matrix EDM 1 each cell contains a position based on
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pixel neighbourhood association and the position is
0 to 315 degree. By calculating the- occurrence of
EDM 1 values, the relationship of pixel values can
be determined by- considering edge image for each
pixel within two pixels in all directions. The second
order matrix which is 3 × 3 considered as an edge
direction matrix- and contains the relationship
presentation of each pixel. By measuring the
occurrence of each value in EDM 2 the most
important pixel relationships were identified. In
case of having more than one angle with same
occurrence number the smaller angle is selected
firstly and other smaller pixel is chosen
respectively. By applying these two matrixes,
various features can be extracted such as edge
direction, homogeneity with angles 0, 45, 90, 135,
weight, pixel regularity and- edge regularity with
angles 0, 45, 90, 135, 180, 225, 270 and 315 which
are 18- features totally. According to the
experimental results, EDMS performed better thanthe GLCM method and reach to the considerable
performance which was 97.85% by- applying the
decision tree as the classifier. The EDMS method
which was applied to- the Arabic calligraphy script
image shows a considerable improvement in
comparison to the GLCM, so in for the purpose of
performing comparative study on the featureextraction methods but still needs more
improvement to increase the recognition rate and
eliminate some indiscriminative features.
2.2 Spatial Feature Descriptor
Spatial feature extraction techniques commonly
extract the spatial information such as texture, size,
shape, orientation, position and so on. This type of
feature extractor considers the spatial relationship
between pixels and is based on a moving window
or kernel [23]. Robinson compass mask is one of
the gradient edge detection filters which determine
the direction of a pixel by applying the template
that matches the best local area of the pixel and can
be considered as a spatial feature extraction
technique [24]. These operators consists of eight
kernels for each pixel which produced by rotating
one kernel based on its coefficients circularly.
Robinson filter coefficients consist of 0, 1, and 2,
and while zeros corresponds to the line direction.
Robinson mask is defined by taking a single kernel
and rotating it to the eight directions which are
North, Northwest, West, Southwest, South,
Southeast, East, and Northeast respectively.
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 − 1 0 1
N = − 2 0 2
 − 1 0 1

 0 1 2
W =  − 1 0 1
− 2 − 1 0

1 2 1
S =  0 0 0 
− 1 − 2 − 1

2 1 0 
E = 1 0 − 1
0 − 1 − 2

1 0 − 1 
NW = 2 0 − 2
1 0 − 1

0 − 1 − 2
SW = 1 0 − 1
2 1 0 

− 1 − 2 − 1
SE =  0 0 0 
 1 2 1 

− 2 − 1 0
NE =  − 1 0 1
 0 1 2

Figure 1: Robinson Mask from Eight Directions

Figure 1 shows the Robinson mask from eight
directions. If G S , G SE , G E , G NE , G N , G NW , G W , and
G SW represents gradients along South, South-East,
East, North-East, North, North-West, West and
South-West directions respectively then the
maximum of calculated gradients is called edge
magnitude which is calculated as follows:
G max = max {G S , G SE , G E , G NE , G N , G NW , G W ,
(5)
G SW }
This edge magnitude is the maximum value at
each pixel which is calculated by the convolution of
each mask in the image so the local
edge direction is calculated with the kernel that
produced the maximum magnitude [25-29]. For the
purpose of feature extraction from the edge
detected by the Robinson filters, the straight pixel is
considered as the features in this research while it
has been normalized by dividing to 255, because
the intensity of a pixel for a gray scale image lies
between 0 to 255.
[Feature = G max / 255]

(6)

In this trend the total number of extracted
features is depend on the number of the pixels in
image. For example if the image is 10×10, the total
number of extracted features for this image by
Robinson filter would be 100 features. The
recognition rate of this feature extraction method is
considerable while the high dimensionality of data
is one of the limitations of this method which leads
to high processing time. In this research the
Robinson filter has been applied as a spatial feature
extraction method in order to compare the
performance of the spatial and global feature
extraction methods for different application such as
object recognition and character recognition. For
this purpose the large binary images dataset and
manually cropped license plate images dataset
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which given the best results among others [30] have
been applied as the input dataset.
3.

STATE OF THE ART

For developing an enhanced feature extraction
method, all features of mentioned datasets has been
extracted by applying EDMS and GLCM method
and performed classification with three different
classifier such as neural network, bayes networkand decision tree. Then, the features of EDMS and
GLCM have been combined to develop the
proposed combinatory feature extraction technique.
The extracted features have been classified but the
results were not acceptable, therefore feature
selection has been performed in order to eliminate
unfavourable features. The method that has been
used for feature selection is gain ratio.
Classification results indicated an improved
accuracy comparing to EDMS and GLCM. Figure 2
illustrates the framework of proposed technique.
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Collection has been performed and four datasets as
the input character images has been collected which
involve license images, font style and one standard
dataset which is the large binary images of objects
and all the preprocessing and segmentation part has
been done before. Character Datasets involve
numbers from 0 to 9 and capital letter A to Z and
object dataset involves 10 different categories of
objects. The sample of input character images are
given in figures 3-7.

Figure 3: Sample of Malaysian License Plate Vehicles

Figure 4: Manually Cropped License Plate Images

Figure 5: Automatically Cropped Malaysian Car
License Plate Images

Figure 6: Font style image (characters and numbers
with seven different font style)

Figure 2: The Proposed Feature Extraction Method
Framework

After extracting the features of license plate and
font style images by applying EDMS and GLCM
method, the combinatory method based on these
two global feature extraction methods is developed.
The extracted features of EDMS and GLCM are
combined and the proposed method is represented
with 54 features. In the primitive phase data

Figure 7: large binary images with different categories
such as aliens, ancient weapons and animal head

After performing classification on EDMS,
GLCM and proposed method, it is deduced that the
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proposed method experimental results with 54
features is not acceptable because of the existence
of some irrelevant features that decreased the
overall accuracy. In order to eliminate the
unnecessary features, the gain ratio feature
selection technique is performed. In order to
identify the best feature selection method for the
proposed feature extraction method in term of
accuracy, some experiment has been performed
which are observable in table 1 Four different
feature selection such as gain ratio[31-33],
OneRAttributeEval[34-36],
SymmetricalUncertAttributeEval [35, 37, 38] and
ReliefFAttributeEval [35, 36, 39] have been
experimented with four different datasets. Decision
tree is chosen as the classifier and
all experiments have been performed with 60% of
training dataset. The search method for all
experiment is ranker search with 27 features to
select. Also, the parameters of classifier have been
optimized by applying the CVParameterSelection
method provided in WEKA which can optimize
over an arbitrary number of parameters, with only
one drawback apart from the obvious explosion of
possible parameter combinations [40].

were 54 have been decreased to 27 features by
applying the gain ratio attribute selection
techniques ratio. The gain ratio codes was based on
WEKA data mining package with the ranker search
which has -1.79 as the threshold value which is
default threshold value for WEKA and 27 attribute
to select. Table 2 indicates the feature that has been
selected with gain ratio method.

Table 2: Features of Proposed Method after Performing
Gain Ratio
Type of
features

Contrast
(GLCM)

Gain ratio
(fs1)
OneRAttribut
eEval (fs2)
SymmetricalU
ncert
AttributeE
val (fs3)

manually
cropped
licence
plate
images

automatica
lly cropped
licence
plate
images

Mean
(GLCM)

0°

45°

90°

135°

√

√

√

√

√

Large
binary
images
of
shape

Edge
regularity
(EDMS)

√

Edge
direction
(EDMS)

√

74.2%

68.3%

72%

89%

66.5%

53.6%

68%

89%

Weight
(EDMS)

√
√

87%

Pixel
regularity
(EDMS)

62.7%

57.3%

68%

63.7 %

59.1%

68%

88%

It is percept from table 1 that gain ratio
outperforms among all four experimented feature
selection method and has better performance
comparing to other experimented feature selection
method, as a result, gain ratio is applied in this
research for the purpose of feature selection. In
order to show the common selected feature for all
four feature selection techniques, the venn diagram
has been drawn which is observable in figure 3.14.
The original features of proposed method which

225°

270°

315°

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Homogeneity
(EDMS)

font
style
imag
es

180°

√

Correlation
(GLCM)

4.
ReliefFAttribu
teEval (fs4)

Features of proposed method with different angles

Homogeneity
(GLCM)

Table 1: Feature Selection Methods Evaluation
Feature
selection
methods
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√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

EMPERIMENTS AND RESULATS

The main objective of this research is to develop a
combinatory feature extraction method for reaching
to the better accuracy comparing to EDMS and
GLCM for license plate recognition, font style
images and large binary images of shapes. Numbers
of feature extraction techniques is available but
choosing the appropriate method for the specific
application is an important issue.
In this paper available feature extraction methods
has been studied and two feature extraction
methods which are EDMS and GLCM has been
chosen. EDMS is a novel feature extraction method
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that is proposed recently [8, 9] and is a statistical
feature extraction method that applies the statistical
descriptions to the observed elements in the image.
Statistical methods are the most used texture
analysis methods because they are easy to
approximate to the different images and reliable for
different types of textures and applications. Among
the statistical feature extraction methods, GLCM is
the most common statistical approach to global
feature extraction techniques and is based on the
spatial distribution of the values in image which has
the most in common with EDMS comparing to
other feature extraction methods.
Afterwards, the datasets which involves license
plate images, font style and one standard dataset
which is the large binary images of objects has been
collected while all the preprocessing and
segmentation part has been done before. Character
Datasets involve numbers from 0 to 9 and capital
letter A to Z and object dataset involves 10
different categories of objects. The license plate
images of Malaysian vehicle has gotten from
previous researches [41, 42], font style image is
scanned from 50 different font styles and applied
for feature extraction purpose and large binary
images of shapes has been collected by the LEMS
Vision Group at Brown University, under Professor
Ben Kimia [12]. Input character images has been
applied to EDMS and GLCM methods and
performed classification and then the features of
these two methods has been combined in order to
develop a new feature extraction method. The result
of classification phase was not sufficient comparing
to EDMS and GLCM, so gain ratio feature
selection technique is applied in order to eliminate
the indiscriminative features which reduce the
accuracy. After performing feature selection the
accuracy improved and reached to the better
accuracy comparing to EDMS and GLCM. In order
to test the performance of the proposed method also
perform a comparative study on the global and
spatial feature extraction method for object and
character recognition purpose, one standard dataset
which is large binary dataset has been applied and
some experiment has been done on this standard
dataset that proves the performance of the proposed
method. The results have been compared with one
spatial feature extraction method such as Robinson
filter [24]. In order to evaluate the performance of
the proposed method and comparing to EDMS and
GLCM performance some classification techniques
such as Multi-layer neural network with back
propagation (MLP), Bayes network and decision
tree (J48) has been applied. The main important
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reason for choosing these classifiers is related to the
type of experimental dataset which is multiclass
dataset with 35 classes and the classifiers that can
work on the multiclass dataset must be appliedas
well. All codes were based on WEKA data mining
package with default parameters for each algorithm
and experiment has been carried out by using 60%
for training and 40% for testing data set. Three
methods are tested with different splitting
percentage from 50% to 60% in order to indicate
the reason for choosing the 60% training data set as
the basis of all experiments.. In order to evaluate
the performance of the proposed method and
comparing to EDMS and GLCM performance some
classification techniques such as Multi-layer neural
network with back propagation (MLP), Bayes
network and decision tree (J48) has been applied.
Table 3 indicates the results of experimented
method with different datasets and neural network
as the classifier, because the best results is gotten
from neural network classifier.
Table 3: Results of Experimented Methods with Input
Datasets
Database

EDMS

Proposed
method
before
feature
selection

Proposed
method
after
feature
selection

GLCM

Large binary
images of
shape

88.3%

90.8%

92.5%

62.5%

Manually
cropped LP

84.2%

56.5%

88.1%

32.7%

Automatically
cropped LP

81.2%

50.2%

85.5%

48.5%

Font style
images

75.1%

69.5%

84.5%

35.2%

The experimental results in table 3 indicates that
proposed method after feature selection produces
the best accuracy among all experimented feature
extraction techniques and EDMS method has the
second best comparing to others. Generally, the
proposed feature extraction method after feature
selection indicates better performance in character
and object recognition analysis for all experimented
datasets. The best result is gotten from large binary
images of shapes dataset with Multi-layer neural
network with back propagation as the classifier.
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In this section some experiments has been done in
order to perform a comparative study on the
performance of global and spatial feature extraction
methods for object and character recognition
purpose. The results of proposed method on the
large binary dataset has been compared to robinson
filter which is a spatial feature extraction method
on the same dataset and the performance of global
and spatial feature extraction for character
recognition is invistigater and one character dataset
which is manually cropped dataset is applied as the
test dataset and the results of proposed method and
robinson filter is compared for the mention dataset
in order to recognize the capability of methods for
character recognition. Table 4 indicates the results
of robinson filter and proposed method before and
after feature selection with neural network as the
classifier.
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In order to analyze the consistency of the results,
the ten experiments results of decision tree
classifiers has been applied for proposed method
before feature selection, proposed method after
feature selection and Robinson filter with 60%
training dataset. The experiment is repeated ten
times and the results are shown in table 5. The
database for all analysis is the large binary image of
shapes.

Table 5: Overall Results of Ten Experiments with
Decision Tree Classifier and 60% Training
Proposed
method
before
feature
selection

Table 4: Results of the Comparative Study for Global and
Spatial Feature Extraction Methods

Data base

Large
binary
images of
shape
Manually
cropped LP
images

Proposed
method
before
feature
selection

Proposed
method
after feature
selection

Robinson
filter

90.8%

92.5%

88.6%

50.2%

85.3%

99.8%

Table 4 shows the results of a comparative study
for the application of the spatial and global feature
extraction methods in recognition of objects and
characters is performed. For this purpose Robinson
filter as a spatial feature extraction applied to large
binary shape images for object recognition and
automatically cropped license plate images for
character recognition as well as proposed method
after and before feature selection as a global feature
extraction method. The experimental results show
the better performance of proposed method as a
global feature extraction method for object
recognition purpose while Robinson filter as a
spatial feature extraction method outperformed the
global feature extraction methods for character
recognition purpose. As a result, it is arguable that
global feature extraction methods are more
appropriate for object recognition while spatial
feature extraction methods have better performance
for character recognition.

Proposed
method
after
feature
selection

Robinson filter

Experiment
1

89.16

88.33

85.83

Experiment
2

85.83

89.83

83.33

Experiment
3

85.83

88.83

88.33

Experiment
4

86.66

87.50

85.83

Experiment
5

84.5

87.66

88.33

Experiment
6

89.16

91.66

89.16

Experiment
7

85.33

86.66

87.5

Experiment
8

85.83

88.66

88.33

Experiment
9

86.66

87.50

88.33

Experiment
10

84.66

89.63

85

In order to compare the overall results of
proposed method before and after feature selection
with Robinson filter feature extraction method,
descriptive statistic analysis based on table 4.31 is
performed in the next section for proposed method
before feature selection with Robinson filter and
proposed method after feature selection with
Robinson filter respectively.
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Table7: Independent Samples Test for Proposed Method
and Robinson Filter

4.1 Statistic Analysis for Proposed Method
before Feature Selection and Robinson Filter

Levene's
Test for
Equality
of
Variances

In this section, the 10 overall experimental results
of proposed method before feature selection with
Robinson filter based on table 5 are compared. In
descriptive statistic analysis for each method, mean,
standard deviation and standard error is calculated
for 10 experiment values proposed in table 4.31 and
the results is shown in table 6.

F

Table 6: Statistic Analysis for Result of 10 Experiments
with Decision Tree
Method
Proposed method
before feature
selection
Robinson filter

N
Std.
Mean
o
Deviation

Std. Error
Mean

10 86.3620 1.63684

0.51761

10 86.9970 1.89144

0.59812

As table 6 indicates, the mean of value for
proposed method before feature selection is 86.36%
which is slightly lower than robinson filter with
value of 86.99. Standard deviation for proposed
method is around 1.63 which is lower than
Robinson filter with value of 1.89. It proves that
proposed method experimental results are more
constant comparing to Robinson filter experimental
results. Standard error mean value for Robinson
filter is around 0.59 which is higher than proposed
method standard error mean value with 0.51
approximately. It indicates that proposed method
produced less error rate comparing to Robinson
filter method and proposed method results is more
confident. In order to run more analysis,
independent sample T-test is performed and the
results are shown in table 7.
Table7: Independent Samples Test for Proposed Method
and Robinson Filter
Levene's
Test for
Equality
of
Variances

F

Sig. t

t-test for Equality of Means

95%
Confidence
Sig.
Std.
Interval of
Mean
df
(2Error
the
Difference
tailed)
Difference Difference
Lower Upper

Equal
variances 0.7 0.3 -.8 18
assumed

.43

-.635

.791

-2.2
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t-test for Equality of Means

Sig. t

95%
Confidence
Sig.
Std.
Interval of
Mean
df
(2Error
the
Difference
tailed)
Difference Difference
Lower Upper

Equal
variances 0.7 0.3 -.8 18
assumed

.43

-.635

.791

-2.2

1.02

Equal
variances
not
assumed

.43

-.635

.791

-2.2

1.02

-.8 17.6

Based on the table 7, the p-value of Levene’s test
for equality of variance is 0.394 which is higher
than the threshold value which is 0.05, therefore,
the equality of variances can be considered for
analysis. In order to test the equality of means, the
statistics in the first row is considered for analysis.
As it is observable, the mean difference in the first
row is -0.635. This value is between lower and
upper triggers of 95% confidence interval of the
difference which is in the range of [-2.29682,
1.02682] but this range contain 0 and two-tailed pvalue of the test is 0.433 which is higher than 0.05.
Consequently, there is no significant difference in
mean for statistics of accuracy between proposed
method and Robinson filter method and the test is
not so significant. It shows that proposed method
and Robinson filter with decision tree as the
classifier worked at the same level and results are
same to some extent.
4.2 Statistic Analysis for Proposed Method after
Feature Selection and Robinson Filter
In this section, the 10 overall experimental results
of proposed method after feature selection and
Robinson filter feature extraction method based on
table 5 are compared. In descriptive statistic
analysis for each method, mean, standard deviation
and standard error is calculated for 10 experiment
values proposed in table 5 and the results is shown
in table 8.

1.02
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Table 8: Statistic Analysis for Result of 10 Experiments
with Decision Tree
Std.
Deviation

Std. Error
Mean

Proposed method 10 88.6260
after fs

1.45782

.46100

10 86.9970

1.89144

.59812

Method

No Mean

Robinson filter

As table 8 indicates, the mean of value for
proposed method is 88.62 which is higher than
Robinson filter with value of 86.99. It shows that
proposed method is more accurate compared to
Robinson filter. Standard deviation for proposed
method is around 1.45 which is lower than
Robinson filter with value of 1.89. It proves that
proposed method experimental results are more
constant comparing to Robinson filter experimental
results. Standard error mean value for Robinson
filter is around 0.59 which is higher than proposed
method standard error mean value with 0.46
approximately. It indicates that proposed method
produced less error rate comparing to Robinson
filter method and proposed method results is more
confident. In order to run more analysis,
independent sample T-test is performed and the
results are shown in table 9.
Table 9: Independent Samples Test for Proposed Method
and Robinson Filter
Levene's
Test for
Equality
of
Variances

F

t-test for Equality of Means

Sig. t

95%
Confidence
Sig.
Std.
Interval of
Mean
df
(2Error
the
Difference
tailed)
Difference Difference
Lower Upper

Equal
variances 1.6 0.2 2.1 18
assumed
Equal
variances
not
assumed

.045

1.629

0.75

.04

.21

2.1 16.9 .046

1.629

0.75

.03

.22

According to results which are shown in table 9,
the p-value of Levene’s test for equality of variance
is 0.214 which is higher than the threshold value
which is 0.05, therefore, the equality of variances
can be considered for analysis. In order to test the
equality of means, the statistics in the first row is
considered for analysis. As it is observable, the
mean difference in the first row is 1.62. This value
falls between lower and upper triggers of 95%

E-ISSN: 1817-3195

confidence interval of the difference which is in the
range of [0.4245, 3.21555]. The range of 95%
confidence interval of the difference does not
contain 0 and it shows that the test is significant. In
addition, two-tailed p-value of the test value is
0.045which is lower than 0.05 confidently. As a
conclusion, there is a difference in mean of
accuracy between the overall results of proposed
method and Robinson filter method and the
proposed method produces higher accuracy
compared to Robinson filter.
5.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, the overall explanation for optical
character recognition systems and feature extraction
is given and plenty number of important and
relevant feature extraction techniques are discussed.
The proposed feature extraction methodology is
explained and one spatial feature extraction method
which is Robinson filter is introduced, also the
framework of proposed method is proposed. The
experimental results which are concerned to
GLCM, EDMS and proposed method before and
after feature selection applied to license plate and
font style images dataset is represented and the
performance comparison is proposed. Furthermore
some experiments have been performed in order to
indicate the performance of spatial and global
feature extraction techniques for character and
object recognition purpose. The results of proposed
method as a global feature extraction technique are
compared with the Robinson filter as a spatial
feature extraction technique for object and character
datasets which are large binary images of shape and
automatically cropped license plate images
respectively. All global feature extraction methods
such as EDMS, GLCM and proposed method
before and after feature extraction have been tested
with this standard dataset. The experimental results
indicates that proposed method before and after
feature selection outperformed other methods such
as EDMS and GLCM with 90.83% and 92.5%
accuracy rate respectively with NN as the classifier.
A comparative study for the application of the
spatial and global feature extraction methods in
recognition of objects and characters is performed.
For this purpose Robinson filter as a spatial feature
extraction method applied to large binary shape
images dataset for object recognition and
automatically cropped license plate images dataset
for character recognition as well as proposed
method after and before feature selection as a
global feature extraction method. The experimental
results show the better performance of proposed
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method as a global feature extraction method for
object recognition purpose with 92.5% accuracy
rate with NN while Robinson filter as a spatial
feature extraction method outperformed the global
feature extraction methods for character recognition
purpose with 100% accuracy rate with NN. As a
result, it is arguable that global feature extraction
methods are more appropriate for object
recognition while spatial feature extraction methods
have better performance for character recognition.
The processing time of global and spatial feature
extraction has been compared as well. The
experimented Spatial feature extraction method is
extremely time consuming to compare with global
feature extraction methods, because it produces
more features and has high dimensionality of data
and takes more time for process. With applying the
global
feature
extraction
methods,
the
dimensionality of data is reduced and the
classification performance increased.

[4]

[5]

[6]

The proposed feature extraction might be applied
in other image processing application such as
handwritten image recognition, printed images and
so on. One of the objectives for future works in this
research is to increase the recognition rate by
modifying the selected features and to develop this
method in other areas of research. As far as the
good performance of this method on recognition of
special characters with circle and curve, this
property can be improved and applied for
recognition of the complex characters in complex
text. The proposed method before and after feature
extraction can be applied for the object recognition
while it produced better results for object
recognition comparing with other experimented
methods.

[7]
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